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We analyze the entanglement dynamics of a system composed by a pair of neutral two-level atoms that are
initially entangled, and the electromagnetic field, initially in the vacuum state, within the formalism of pertur-
bative quantum field theory up to the second order. We show that entanglement sudden death and revival can
occur while the atoms remain spacelike separated and therefore cannot be related with photon exchange
between the atoms. We interpret these phenomena as the consequence of a transfer of atom-atom entanglement
to atom-field entanglement and vice versa. We also consider the different bipartitions of the system, finding
similar relationships between their entanglement evolutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement between qubits may disappear in a finite
time when the qubits interact with a reservoir. This is com-
monly known as “entanglement sudden death” ESD. After
its discovery 1–3, the phenomenon has attracted great at-
tention for instance, 4–12 and has been observed experi-
mentally 13.
ESD shows up in a variety of systems that can be roughly
divided in two sets: Those in which the qubits interact indi-
vidually with different reservoirs and those in which they
interact with a common environment. In particular, in
6,7,14 a system of a pair of two-level atoms interacting
with a common electromagnetic vacuum is considered. The
dynamics of the system is given in all the cases by the
Lehmberg-Agarwal master equation 15,16 which is derived
with the rotating wave approximation RWA and the Born-
Markov approximation. Recently, non-Markovian 8 and
non-RWA 17 effects have been considered in systems of
qubits coupled individually to different reservoirs. There are
good reasons for going beyond the Markovian and RWA
scenario in the case of a pair of two-level atoms in the elec-
tromagnetic vacuum. For short enough times non-RWA con-
tributions are relevant 18 and a proper analysis of causality
issues can only be performed if they are taken into account
19–21. Besides, as we shall show in this paper the death of
the entanglement between the atoms is related with the birth
of entanglement between the atoms and the field, and there-
fore the field is actually a non-Markovian reservoir. This was
also the case in 5,10,11 with different reservoirs.
In 18,22,23 we have applied the formalism of perturba-
tive quantum electrodynamics QED to the system of a pair
of neutral two-level atoms interacting locally with the elec-
tromagnetic field, and for initially separable states analyzed
the generation of entanglement. This is a non-Markovian,
non-RWA approach. The use of the Lehmberg-Agarwal mas-
ter equation can be seen as coarse grained in time approxi-
mation to the perturbative treatment 24. The first goal of
this paper is to apply also the QED formalism to analyze the
ESD in these systems for initially entangled atomic states,
comparing the results with the previously obtained 6,7 with
master equations. We will focus mainly on the range r / ct
1, r being the interatomic distance and t the interaction
time, in order to investigate the role of locality. We will also
consider these systems for the rest of the pairwise concur-
rences, namely the entanglement of each atom with the field,
and multipartite entanglement, following the spirit of
5,10–12. While the mentioned papers deal with a four-qubit
model, our model here consists in two qubits the atoms and
a qutrit the electromagnetic field, which may have zero, one
or two photons. We shall show that the phenomenon of re-
vival of entanglement after the ESD 7 can occur for
rct, and therefore is not related with photon exchange as is
usually believed. We will see that atom-atom disentaglement
is connected with the growth of atom-field entanglement and
vice versa. Similar relationship will be obtained among the
“atom-atom+field” and “field-atom+atom” entangle-
ments.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II we will describe the Hamiltonian and the time evolution
from the initial state of the system. In Sec. III we will obtain
the reduced state of the atoms and analyze the behavior of its
entanglement. In Sec. IV the same will be performed with
the reduced state of each atom and the field, comparing the
entanglement cycle with the one obtained in the preceding
section. Tripartite entanglement will be considered in Sec. V
in terms of the entanglement of all the different bipartitions
of the system, and we conclude in Sec. VI with a summary
of our results.
II. HAMILTONIAN AND STATE EVOLUTION
To address the atom-field interactions, we assume that the
relevant wavelengths and the interatomic separation are
much larger than the atomic dimensions. The dipole approxi-
mation, appropriate to these conditions, permits the splitting
of the system Hamiltonian into two parts H=H0+HI that are
separately gauge invariant. The first part is the Hamiltonian
in the absence of interactions other than the potentials that
keep A and B stable, H0=HA+HB+Hfield. The second con-
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tains all the interaction of the atoms with the field, which in
the dipole approximation we will use is given by
HI = −
1
0

n=A,B
dnxn,tDxn,t , 1
where D is the electric displacement field, and dn
=ied3xiE	xi−xn	G
 is the electric dipole moment of
atom n, that we will take of equal magnitude for both atoms
d=dA=dB as required by angular momentum conservation
in the photon exchange. 	E
 and 	G
 will denote the excited
and ground states of the atoms, respectively.
In what follows we choose a system given initially by an
atomic entangled state, with the field in the vacuum state 	0
,
	
0 = 	EE
 + 	GG
	0
 . 2
The system then evolves under the effect of the interaction
during a lapse of time t into a state
	
t = Te−i0
t dtHIt/	
0, 3
T being the time ordering operator. Up to second order in
perturbation theory, 3 can be given in the interaction pic-
ture as
	atom1,atom2,field
t = 	EE0
t + 	GG0
t, 4
where
	EE0
t = 1 + a	EE
 + b	GG
	0
 + uA	GE
 + uB	EG
	1

+ f 	EE
 + g	GG
	2
 5
and
	GG0
t = 1 + a	GG
 + b	EE
	0
 + vA	EG
 + vB	GE
	1

+ f	GG
 + g	EE
	2
 , 6
where
a =
1
2t1 − t20	SA+t1SA−t2 + SB+t1SB−t2	0
 ,
a = 12t1 − t20	SA−t1SA+t2 + SB−t1SB+t2	0
 ,
b = 0	TSB−SA−	0
, b = 0	TSB+SA+	0
 ,
uA = 1	SA−	0
, vA = 1	SA+	0
 ,
uB = 1	SB−	0
, vB = 1	SB+	0
 ,
f = 12t1 − t22	SA+t1SA−t2 + SB+t1SB−t2	0
 ,
f = 12t1 − t22	SA−t1SA+t2 + SB−t1SB+t2	0
 ,
g = 2	TSB−SA−	0
, g = 2	TSB+SA+	0
 7
being S=− i0t dtHIt=S++S−, T the time ordering operator
and 	n
 ,n=0,1 ,2 is a shorthand for the state of n photons
with definite momenta and polarizations, i.e., 	1
= 	k ,
, etc.
Here, a and a describe intra-atomic radiative corrections, uA
uB and vA vB single photon emission by atom A B, and
g and g by both atoms, while f and f correspond to two
photon emission by a single atom. Only b and b correspond
to interaction between both atoms. The sign of the super-
scripts is associated to the energy difference between the
initial and final atomic states of each emission or absorption.
In quantum optics, virtual terms like a, b, b, vA, vB, f , f,
and g, which do not conserve energy and appear only at
very short times, are usually neglected by the introduction of
a RWA. In the dipole approximation the actions S in 5
reduce to
S = i


0
t
dtei	tdEx,t , 8
where 	=
E−
G is the transition frequency, and we are
neglecting atomic recoil. This depends on the atomic prop-
erties 	 and d, and on the interaction time t. In our calcula-
tions we will take 		d	 /ec=510−3, which is of the same
order as the 1s→2p transition in the hydrogen atom, con-
sider 	t1, and focus mainly on the cases r /ct1.
Therefore, 	E
 is actually a triply degenerate state 	E ,m
 with
m=0,1 and we will average over two different indepen-
dent possibilities for dipole orientations: dA=dB=d=duz for
transitions with m=0 25 and d=dux iuy /2 25 for
transitions with m=1.
III. SUDDEN DEATH AND REVIVAL OF ATOM-ATOM
ENTANGLEMENT
After tracing over all the states of the field, the density
matrix of the atomic state AB takes the form in the basis
	EE
 , 	EG
 , 	GE
 , 	GG

AB =
1
N
11 0 0 14
0 22 23 0
0 23
* 33 0
14
* 0 0 44
 , 9
where
11 = 	1 + a + b	2 + 	f + g	2,
22 = 33 = 		2	u	2 + 		2	v	2 + 2 Re*l* ,
44 = 	b + 1 + a	2 + 	g + f	2,
14 = 		21 + ab  + fg* + 		21 + a*b + gf*
+ *1 + a1 + a + f f* + *bb* + gg* ,
23 = 		2uBuA
* + 		2vAvB
* + 2 Re*uv* ,
N = 11 + 22 + 33 + 44, 10
where 	u	2= 	uA	2= 	uB	2, 	v	2= 	vA	2= 	vB	2, l=uAvB
*
=uBvA
*
, and
uv*=uA
*vA
*
=uBvB
*
.
The computation of a, b, etc., can be performed following
the lines given in the Appendix A of 22, where they were
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computed for the initial state 	EG
 and only for m=0. In
terms of z=	r /c and x=r /ct, being r the interatomic dis-
tance, we find
a =
4iKz3
3x ln1 − zmaxz  + i ,
a =
− 4iKz3
3x
ln1 + zmax
z
 ,
b = b* =
didj
e2
− 2ij + i jI , 11
with K=	d	2 / e2r2 and I= I++ I−, where
I =
− ie−iz/x
2z 2 cos zxeizEiiz
+ e−iz11/xEiiz1 1
x

− eiz11/xEi− iz1 1
x
 12
for x1, having the additional term −2ieiz1−1/x otherwise.
	u	2, 	v	2, l, uBuA
*
, vAvB
*
, and uv* have been computed in
22. Besides
g = uBuA + uAuB , g = vAvB + vBvA ,
f = t1 − t2vAt1uAt2 + uAt1vAt2 + vBt1uBt2
+ uBt1vBt2 ,
f = t1 − t2uAt1vAt2 + uAt1vAt2 + uBt1vBt2
+ uBt1vBt2 , 13
where the primes are introduced to discriminate between the
two single photons.
We will use the concurrence C 26 to compute the
entanglement, which for a state like 9 is given by, if
2233+ 	23 	1144+ 	14	,
CAB = max2	23	 − 1144N ,0 14
and
CAB = max2	14	 − 2233N ,0 15
otherwise.
If we take =p and =1− p, we find that ESD appears
at a range of values of p that decreases with increasing r, in
agreement with 7. Although this would suggest that ESD
disappear for r large enough, we find that there are high
values of p for which ESD exists for arbitrary large r. In Fig.
1, we represent CAB in front of x for different values of z
and p=0.98. ESD occurs at z /x=	t of the order of 107.
Thus, as z that is r grows, ESD is shifted to higher values
of x. It is also interesting to analyze the phenomenon of
entanglement revival, discovered in these systems in 7. We
find that the dark periods 7 between death and revival have
larger time durations for increasing z. Besides, although in
7 the revival is described as a consequence of the photon
exchange, for r sufficiently large both the ESD and the re-
vival can occur for x1, where photon exchange is not al-
lowed. We think that the explanation for entanglement re-
vival is closer to the spirit of 5,11 where entanglement
revival between noninteracting atoms is interpreted as com-
ing from entanglement transfer between different parts of the
system. We shall discuss this point in the following sections.
In Fig. 2 we sketch the dependence with p. Although sud-
den death and revivals appear in a very restricted range of
the parameter, they are only a particular case of the generic
behavior of entanglement observed in a wider range, which
can be described as disentanglement up to a minimum value
and growth of quantum correlations since then.
IV. ATOM-FIELD ENTANGLEMENT
Tracing 4 over states of atom A B the reduced atom-
field density matrix BF AF is obtained. Taking the basis
	E0
 , 	E1
 , 	E2
 , 	G0
 , 	G1
 , 	G2
, we have
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FIG. 1. Concurrence CAB in front of x=r /ct for p=0.98 and
z=	r /c=2106 solid line, 5106 dashed line and 2107
dotted line. In the latter case sudden death and revival of entangle-
ment occur for x1.
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FIG. 2. Concurrence CAB in front of x=r /ct for z=	r /c=2
107 and p=0.97 solid line, p=0.98 dashed line and p=0.99
dotted line. In the first case, entanglement decreases as t grows up
to a minimum value and begin to grow since then. This behavior
becomes entanglement sudden death and revival when the mini-
mum value is 0 for higher values of p. CAB tends to 0 as x→
and p→1.
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BF = AF =
1
N
11 0 13 0 15 0
0 22 0 24 0 26
13
* 0 33 0 35 0
0 24
* 0 44 0 46
15
* 0 35
* 0 55 0
0 26
* 0 46
* 0 66
 16
with
11 = 	1 + a + b	2, 22 = 55 = 22,
33 = 	f + g	2, 44 = 	b + 1 + a	2,
66 = 	g + f	2, 13 = 1 + a + bf + g ,
15 = 1 + a + buB + vA*,
24 = uA + vB1 + a + b*,
26 = uA + vBg + f*,
35 = f + guB + vA*,
46 = b + 1 + ag + f*,
N = 11 + 22 + 33 + 44 + 55 + 66 . 17
There are no operational generalizations of concurrence for
mixed states in 23 dimensions like the ones in Eq. 16.
We will use the negativity 27 N, which is the absolute
value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of the partial
transposes of a state . For the 22 and 23 cases N
0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for  to be en-
tangled.
Up to second order in perturbation theory, we have that
N=N and that the nonzero eigenvalues of the partial trans-
poses of both BF and AF are
 =
11 + 55  11 − 55 2 + 4	24 	2
2N
18
and
 =
44 + 55  44 − 22 2 + 4	15 	2
2N
19
being zero the other two. In Eqs. 18 and 19 only the terms
up to second order are retained. Therefore, if 	24 	211 55
then 
−
0 and if 	15 	222 44 then −0.
In Fig. 3 we represent NBF=NAF in front of x for
same values of p and z of Fig. 1. We see that the negativity
grows from 0 at x→ t=0 to its maximum value and then
starts to decrease and eventually vanishes, following the op-
posite cycle to the entanglement of AB.
Although it would be interesting to look for conservation
rules of entanglement like the ones in 5,11,12, this search is
beyond the focus of this paper since in our study we are
using different entanglement measures in Hilbert spaces of
different dimensions. Besides, except for the concurrence be-
tween atoms A and B, the rest of the concurrences in the
mentioned papers do not have obvious counterparts in our
case. But it is clear that in general the entanglement cycle
between atoms is correlated with the entanglement cycle be-
tween each atom and the field, as can be seen in Fig. 4 in a
particular case. Although atom-field entanglement may
change while the other remains zero, both entanglements
cannot increase or decrease at the same time.
V. TRIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT
Tripartite entanglement has been widely studied in terms
of the entanglement of the different bipartitions A−BC, B
−AC, C−AB in the system 28–30, where A, B, and C stand
for the three parties. Here, we will compute the I concur-
rences 31 CA−BF, CB−AF, CF−AB, where CJ−KL=21−Tr J2,
where J runs form A to F and KL from BF to AB, respec-
tively, being J the reduced density matrix of J. A and B
stand for the atoms, and F for the field.
Tracing 4 over BF AF, we find the following density
matrices A B:
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FIG. 3. Negativity NBF=NAF in front of x=r /ct for p
=0.98 and z=	r /c=2106 solid line, 5106 dashed line, and
2107 dotted line. Entanglement increases from 0 at x→ up to
a maximum value and then decreases and vanishes eventually.
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FIG. 4. Negativity NBF=NAF solid line and concurrence
CAB dashed line in front of x=r /ct for p=0.98 and z=	r /c
=5106. Entanglement atom-atom cycle is clearly correlated with
the atom-field cycle, although the sum is not a conserved quantity.
Although atom-field entanglement may change while the other re-
mains zero, both entanglements cannot increase or decrease at the
same time.
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A = B =
1
NA
A11 00 A22 , 20
where A11=11 +33 +22 and A22=44 +66 +22 and NA
=A11+A22. In Fig. 5 we sketch the behavior of CA−BF and
CB−AF in front of x for different values of z. Entanglement
vanishes before the death of the entanglement between A and
B, and does not have a revival. Besides, ESD appears in a
wider range of p, as can be seen in Fig. 6.
Now, tracing 4 over AB we obtain the reduced density
matrix of the field F,
F =
1
NFF11 0 F130 F22 0F13* 0 F33 , 21
where F11=11 +44 , F22=222, F33=33 +66 , F02=13
+46 , and NF=F11+F22+F33. In Fig. 7 we represent CF−AB
in front of x for the same values of z and p as in Fig. 5.
Entanglement grows from 0 to a maximum value at x0.1
and then decreases. The growth of CF−AB is correlated with
the decrease of CA−BF and CB−AF in the same way as the
magnitudes analyzed in the preceding section, as can be seen
in Fig. 8 for a particular case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed in a previously unexplored space-time
region the entanglement dynamics of a system consisting in a
pair of neutral two-level atoms A and B interacting with a
common electromagnetic field F. At t=0 atoms are in the
Bell state p	EE
+1− p	GG
 and the field in the vacuum
state. The evolution of this state has been considered within
the non-Markovian, non-RWA approach of quantum electro-
dynamics up to second order in perturbation theory. We find
ESD and revival of entanglement in the reduced state of the
atoms, in a range of p that decreases with the interatomic
distance r, in agreement with the results obtained with mas-
ter equations 7. For r large enough, we find that the revival
of entanglement can occur with rct and therefore is not a
consequence of photon exchange between the atoms. We find
that this phenomenon is strongly related to the transfer of
entanglement between the different subsystems of two par-
ties that coexist in the entire system: We obtain a type of
entanglement cycle for the atom-field reduced states opposite
to the atom-atom one. We have considered also the different
bipartitions of the system, namely A−BF, B−AF, and F
−AB, finding similar relationships between their entangle-
ment cycles.
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FIG. 5. I concurrence CA−BF=CB−AF in front of x=r /ct for p
=0.98 and z=	r /c=2105 solid line, 5105 dashed line, and
1106 dotted line. Entanglement disappears faster than the en-
tanglement between the atoms Fig. 1 and remains 0 since then.
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FIG. 6. I concurrence CA−BF=CB−AF in front of x=r /ct for z
=	r /c=2106 and p=0.50 solid line, p=0.75 dashed line, and
p=0.98 dotted line. Entanglement sudden death occurs for a wider
range than the entanglement between the atoms Fig. 2.
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FIG. 7. I concurrence CF−AB in front of x=r /ct for p=0.98 and
z=	r /c=2105 solid line, 5105 dashed line, and 1106
dotted line. Entanglement grows from 0 to its maximum value at
x0.1 and then decreases.
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FIG. 8. I concurrence CF−AB solid line and CA−BF=CB−AF
dashed line in front of x=r /ct for z=	r /c=2105 and p=0.98.
Both magnitudes cannot increase or decrease at the same time.
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